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Abstract—The need for better utilization of resources and
faster response times in Internet of Things applications has high-
lighted the need for more suitable Cloud/Fog/Mist architecture
archetypes. Hence, this article presents an implemented testbed
for one such architecture, realized with readily available off the
shelf hardware. The contribution in this article is the resulting
testbed system and our evaluation thereof, in which we evaluate
how well it will work for typical IoT application scenarios.
Including initial latency measurements of the components within
the testbed. Ending with our plan on how to extend the testbed
in the future, and an outlook on our future work in the testbed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) has so far made a great
impact on connecting the physical world with the digital
world using embedded devices, sensors, and electronics. When
combined with cloud computing and its computational power,
the capabilities and possibilities for IoT applications extend
even further. This combination of IoT and cloud has become
the traditional architecture model for these types of systems.
However, this traditional approach is not without drawbacks
[1]. For example, a need for better utilization of resources,
faster response times, better communication scalability, offline
support, propagation limitations of sensitive data, and new
regulations that demand more local/regional storage of data,
as well as specialized adaptations based on different scenarios.
All of this together has resulted in the new concepts of
Fog Computing, Mist Computing, and Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) [2], [3]. The emerging sub area of IoT
called Industrial IoT (IIoT) [4] has also further cemented the
need for alternative approaches when the speed, reliability, and
locality of resources are more vital than the services offered
by cloud computing. There is also currently a very diverse
landscape in the area of IoT and IIoT platforms. Ranging from
simpler sensor based IoT applications, to fully fledged IoT
cloud systems [5].

Hence, this work seeks to explore the intersection of these
areas, IoT, IIoT, Cloud/Fog/Mist computing. In particular
how to realize a complete architecture using available hard-
ware/software as a testbed system. To both show the feasibility
and prove the functionality of such a system. The overall
problem of this work has thus been to find, implement, and
make each of the components interoperate. In detail, the

research related this work has been split into the following
two concrete research questions:

1) How can we realize and which pieces are required to cre-
ate a fully functional testbed system for Cloud/Fog/Mist
IoT Applications?

2) Which typical IoT scenarios can be realized and evalu-
ated using such a testbed?

Based on this problem statement and our research questions,
our primary contribution in this article is therefore the im-
plemented system that we have created as a testbed and the
design of it, using readily available hardware and software.
The proof that it works for typical IoT application scenarios
and an exploration into how well each part performs.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many related works available in the domain for
real world IoT implementations and testbeds. Hence, we will
only name some of these typical examples from recent related
works. One example is the piFogBed testbed by Xu et al.
[6], which is a a fog testbed for rapid prototyping using
Raspberry Pi devices and Docker containers. Although similar
to our work in their approach, Xu et al. focused on the
Docker aspects and orchestration instead of the real-world
scenarios and performance measurements. Another example
is Fogbed by Coutinho et al. [7], which also is a fog testbed
aimed for rapid prototyping. But focusing more on software
defined networking aspects, the Mininet network emulator,
and Docker containers. Huang et al. also made a fog com-
puting testbed in [8]. Which had the focus on scenarios and
functionality for adapting the OpenFog ideas into the Greater
China region. Including a case study on autonomous indoor
vehicles in their testbed. Karim and Hasan have also presented
a generic architecture [9]. But their testbed is more focused on
adaptive scheduling and an evaluating thereof in the system.
Furthermore, their testbed also lacked typical IoT hardware
such as Raspberry Pis in their implementation. Nguyen et
al. [10] presents a two-tier fog computing testbed aimed for
streaming based IoT applications. In which they both had a
Raspberry Pi 3B+ network, a Raspberry Pi 4B network and a
m3.small device network. Including Apache Kafka for stream
management, Hadoop HDFS for storage, and Apache Spark
for real-time processing. As well as a study into a smart
parking use case scenario. Finally, Ugwuanyi et al. present a



Fig. 1. The three tier Cloud/Fog/Mist structure

different type of IIoT fog testbed in [11], which instead focuses
on 3GPP IoT technologies. In which they employ FiPy NB-
IoT motes and a Amarisoft LimeSDR base station, to realize
an implemented testbed and some initial measurements.

There also exist proposed reference architectures from
some of the larger consortia and organizations working in
the Cloud/Fog/Mist domain. Where the most prominent and
successful is the OpenFog Reference Architecture [12] stan-
dardized by IEEE [13]. The original OpenFog Reference Ar-
chitecture specifies the requirements for systems to be defined
as ”OpenFog”. Which is driven by core technical principles,
which all OpenFog testbeds much adhere to: Services for
Information, Communication, and Operational Technology.
The IEEE standard updates further improve the OpenFog
architecture to now include a total of nine technological prin-
ciples, namely: Agility, Autonomy, Hierarchy, Manageability,
Openness, Programmability, RAS (Reliability, Availability,
Serviceability), Scalability and Security.

III. APPROACH AND DESIGN CHOICES

One can find some common elements in many of these
related works and reference architecture systems. Many are
for example based on a three-tier system with a cloud layer, a
fog layer, and a mist (or sometimes called IoT) layer. Which
is why our approach in this work was first to survey and
identify the most prominent Cloud/Fog/Mist systems, both the-
oretical/reference and implemented/available. In order to then
find the foundations and vital components that are common
of all these systems. To then setup and create a testbed for
evaluating different applications and services in a real-world
realization of the Cloud/Fog/Mist concept. Hence, our general
approach has been made to follow this established three tier
Cloud/Fog/Mist structure. Figure 1 shows an overview of this
structure, including the overall scale and typical processing
done at each stage.

In short, the cloud computing layer is placed on the public
global Internet and involves typical cloud services, such as
business logic, big data processing, and data warehousing.
Nowadays, almost all large cloud vendors have support for IoT
applications and services. Hence, it is often realized used these
large cloud vendor data center systems, such as Microsoft
Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), or Google Cloud. But

this layer can also include other forms of non-cloud/cluster-
based support systems. Such as heavy-duty machine learning
machines, distributed blockchain systems, and regular servers.

The fog computing layer consists of semi-powerful devices.
The analogy is that the fog is a low flying cloud system.
This layer focuses on machine to machine communication
and data processing, closer to the end devices. But residing
somewhere in between the cloud and far edge. Fog devices
are also usually both open to the public internet and has local
intranet/on-premise access, often acting as a form of gateway.
Hence, collaborative functionality is also envisioned, in order
to do local processing without communicating data over the
public Internet. For example to make use of the processing
power of idling devices inside a large company or site, when
a weak device needs more computational power than it itself
possesses. and to ensure low latency access to more powerful
processing power.

The mist computing layer, sometimes called the IoT layer,
resides on the far edge of the system and includes the actual
end devices. Thus, the devices on the mist layer are often
low end and weak devices. Often with the actual sensors
and actuators directly connected or can access them through
short range wireless communication, such as IEEE 802.15.4
or BLE. Nowadays, these devices are often IP capable, but not
always, even though they often are simple low-end computers
or microprocessors. In this layer, the main parts of industrial
automation also reside, including on-premise functionality, and
low latency critical real-time processing.

IV. REALIZED TESTBED

We have taken this general approach and realized a fully
functional implemented testbed system using existing and
readily available off-the-shelf hardware. An overview of our
realized and implemented testbed can be seen in Figure 2.
Physically, we have set up everything except the cloud layer
inside our Communication Systems and Networks lab at Mid
Sweden University campus Sundsvall powered by a gigabit
backbone network provided by Sunet.

A. The Cloud Layer

The topmost layer has been realized using existing IoT
cloud systems. We have chosen to initially test and evaluate
the three largest cloud vendors and their IoT cloud systems:
Microsoft Azure Hub, Google IoT Core, and Amazon AWS
IoT. In order to test their performance, differences, etc. in-
cluding evaluating the different additional services they can
provide, such as machine learning back ends, etc. We have also
set up a simpler server-based system using a Fujitsu Primergy
TX100S3 with an Intel Xeon E3-1220 V2 to run ThingsBoard
on a public IP address, for evaluating non-cloud-based IoT
systems and to test scenarios that do not need cloud back end
support or non-cloud-pricing alternatives.

B. The Fog Layer

The second layer is the fog layer, which are more powerful
devices residing between the cloud and mist layer. We have



Fig. 2. A detailed overview on how we have set up and realized the testbed

chosen to realize this using Raspberry Pi 4 Model B devices,
since they are a little more powerful and are typical in power
for that we expect fog devices to have. In our testbed we
are particularly interested in testing and evaluating horizontal
communication within the fog layer. Basically, evaluating the
effects of having fog devices collaborating to solve more
difficult problems than they are able to solve by themselves.
Including the potential of exchanging processing power with
currently idling neighboring devices. We will also investigate
different means of doing this, including distributed systems
approaches, peer-to-peer systems, distributed hash tables, Ku-
bernetes Docker clusters, etc. but other systems will also be
investigated and evaluated in our testbed.

C. The Mist Layer

The lowest layer in the architecture is the mist layer, which
includes the far edge IoT devices, sensors, actuators etc. We
have realized this layer in three separate networks to symbolize
three different situations or environments to test scenarios in.
The first being a common IEEE 802.11b/g/n home Wi-Fi net-
work that is aimed to run MQTT IoT protocol communicating
between devices, symbolizing a normal home environment.
The second being a wired Ethernet network running the
CoAP IoT protocol between devices, symbolizing an IoT
system which has harder requirements on power and real-time
properties. And finally, the third network is a typical Industrial
IoT network which is based on Ethernet and communicates
with the OPC UA Industrial IoT protocol. On each network
we have placed two Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ devices that can
be attached with various sensors and actuators depending on
the scenario to be evaluated. Our aim in this layer is to be able
to test different kinds of sensors/actuators and evaluate how
well they perform in the three-tier cloud/fog/mist architecture.
But so far we have only used simple temperature sensors and

LED lights, since the focus has primarily been to ensure the
testbed’s functionality at this stage. We also aim to include
for example IEEE 802.15.4, BLE, or 3GPP IoT sensors/base-
stations in the future.

V. RESULTS

We have so far only focused on performing some initial
latency measurements in our implemented testbed, in order
to ensure both that it functions in all aspects and to get an
estimate on the potential scenarios etc. But primarily to ensure
function verification and to establish a baseline for future
works. We have measured both the latency within the local
networks and from the local networks out to the cloud units. In
which we have performed the measurements 10000 times each
and calculated average and standard deviation, see Table I.

TABLE I
INITIAL LATENCY MEASUREMENTS

Latency measurement Average Stdev
MQTT Wireless Network 1.19 ms 0.247 ms

CoAP Ethernet Network 8.18 ms 2.73 ms

OPC UA Ethernet Network 6.04 ms 0.151 ms

Fog to ThingsBoard server 74.2 ms 7.77 ms

Figure 3 shows an overview on how each of the measure-
ments was set up and how they were executed. In detail, the
MQTT measurement was measured as a round trip, divided
in half. From the start of a publish message from a raspberry
pi source device running a PAHO MQTT client to it being
received on another raspberry pi sink device and then back
again, passing through an MQTT broker on the way. The
CoAP measurement were made using a simple GET between
an aiocoap python client and server, measuring the delay from
request to response between two raspberry pi devices. The



Fig. 3. Measurement setup and execution

OPC UA measurements were made using a similar approach,
using a FreeOPCUA Python server and client running on two
raspberry pi devices. In which the get child method was timed,
to get the latency between the OPC UA server and client pro-
grams. Finally, the latency measurement to the ThingsBoard
server was made using a timed cURL HTTP/REST request to
the ThingsBoard API.

VI. FUTURE POTENTIAL

We see potential for our testbed in all different types of IoT
application domains and scenarios. For example, Asghari et al.
[14] group IoT applications into five categories: Healthcare,
Environmental, Smart City, Commercial, and Industrial. And
we see potential for using our testbed in all of them.

In healthcare we can for example see each mist network as
different departments in a hospital. The cloud layer becomes
the place where the hospitals store patient data persistently, and
the sensors and actuators are either medical exam equipment or
wearable devices. The environmental scenarios include smart
agriculture and environmental monitoring of nature or weather.
For which we can see our testbed be used for as well. In which
each mist network becomes for example farm plots, which also
allows for communication between farms for optimizing the
yields and utilizing shared resources. And as a final example,
Industrial IoT Applications. For which we have even adapted
the testbed with a special focus on. I.e. the testbed supports
the IIoT protocol OPC UA and has a specific industrial type
Ethernet network for this. More specifically, in the industrial
scenarios each mist network can symbolize different plants or
locations for the industry. For which it also exists a prominent
need for fog type communication for real-time demands, for
when the cloud systems add too much latency.

In the future we will utilize this testbed to evaluate different
distributed system algorithms for horizontal fog computing
resource sharing, including distributed machine learning tasks.
We will also try to integrate 5G and 3GPP IoT functionality
into the testbed using Open5G systems and software defined
radios, to further emulate an expected future Internet architec-
ture. It will also be interesting to evaluate security and encryp-
tion aspects in the testbed, to evaluate privacy implications and
their effects on the performance. We also have a large amount
of IEEE 802.15.4 devices that we will try to integrate in the
future, as well as some LoRa and BLE sensor devices. Our
next step is evaluating the distributed machine learning inside
the testbed and protocols for collaborating fog devices.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we have shown an implemented
Cloud/Fog/Mist architecture testbed realized with readily
available off-the-shelf hardware. Our first research question
was related to actually realizing such a system, for which
we have explained in Section IV and evaluated in Section
V. The second research question was related to the expected
performance and which scenarios such a testbed can be
utilized for. For which we believe that it can be used for
all of the typical Cloud/Fog/Mist IoT scenarios. At least as
a proof-of-concept, given its simple approach and generic
structure. But more details on which the limitations of specific
scenarios are, is something that future work will have to
explore in more detail.

Hence, our primary conclusions from this work is that it
is possible to create a fog computing testbed with adequate
performance using off the shelf hardware and that it opens up
for many new potential research avenues. Hence, our ambition
is to use this for much more in the future, starting with research
into distributed machine learning in collaborating fog devices.
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